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* Public Release 
 
Spin  Date  Fixes and Enhancements 
 
107*  11-30-2007 Fixed an additional bug in the selecting and placing of Doors and 

Windows using Entity Select and Match Parameters where under 
certain conditions the proper door/window RI was not being set. 
 
The Chamfer, Offset and Fillet commands have been updated so 
that the distance/radius settings are set in the database units as 
expected. Math functions are now accepted when preceeded by the 
Equals sign (=).  
 
Fixed a problem in the Chamfer command where a previous setting 
of 0 was being reset when the command was started. A default 
value of 0 is now allowed. 
 
Layer names will now support the "$" character, which is used in 
some .dwg translations. Note: It is highly recommended that this be 
used for translations only. 
 
The "Mirror X", "Mirror Y", and Mirror XY" selections on the 
Copy/Edit Scale Choice menu are now more intuitive, setting the 
scale flags explicitly for a 1x Copy/Edit with mirror about the 
specified axis. 
 
Fixed a bug where menu icons in the Site and Details menus in the 
ARRIS++ plug-in were not displayed properly. 
 
Parametric Repeated Items with strings now no longer give an error 
when the string is longer than 64 characters. The Repeated Item 
name + the associated string may be up to 64 characters. Anything 
longer is truncated without generating an error. 
 
The Manual Dimension User Defaults now display in the prompt 
Choice Menu reflecting the current "Caps" setting. What you see in 
the Choice Menu is what is placed in the drawing. 

 
 
 
106*  11-09-2007 The Offset command now accepts math functions (+-*/) in the input  

of the offset value. It also accepts negative offset values which will  
add the offset line on the opposite side of the line selected. 

 
The Chamfer command now accepts math functions (+-*/) in the 
input of the chamfer values. 
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The Fillet command now accepts math functions (+-*/) in the input 
of the fillet radius. The prompts in general have also been cleaned 
up. 

 
The Wall Type Selection button on the WALL Status menu now 
brings up the Wall Select menu for selection of the Wall Type - 
similar to the way the Door/Window Status menu. A Right-Click 
selection will prompt for the Wall Type number allowing manual 
input. 

 
Fixed a bug in the Perimeter command for Point Boundary Input. 

 
The Door/Window Type is now properly set and Door/Window 
Repeated Items initialized when a Door or Window is set using 
Match Parameters. 

 
The Repeated Item Status Menu has been tweaked for 
consistency. All Parameter Clear buttons are to the right of the 
parameter display. 
 
The ARRIS++ Visible Point Symbol selection menu now displays 
the symbols properly. 

 
The Segment Line/Arc command has been cleaned up for prompt 
consistency. 
 
The ARRIS++ Query menu has been updated to call the new Query 
Area and Query Perimeter commands. 
 
Fixed a problem in setting Pens in the 3D Construction Setup 
menu. 
 
The Project Select menu has been overhauled and 2 new buttons 
added: 
 

* Project Directory Set - sets the Project and Working 
Directory immediately to the selected project. This makes 
"Save As" processes easier. 
 
* A new eZ button has been added which brings up the new 
Project Page Launch To eZ menu for the selected project. 

 
The Project Page Select Menu has been overhauled and 2 new 
buttons added: 
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* Open Read Only - opens the selected Project Page read 
only. This replaces a "read only" mode setting within the 
regular open drawing process. 
 
* A new "Open In New Session" button has been added 
which opens the selected Project Page in a new session of 
ARRIS with Project Mode, Project Directory, etc. properly 
set. The existing ARRIS session is not changed. 

 
A new "Launch Project Page To eZ" menu has been added which 
allows you to select one or more Project Pages and launch all 
selected to eZ (.hpg format). This menu also consolidates all other 
eZ launch functions for current drawing/model (.hpg, .dwg, & 3D 
model). 
 
A new eZ button has been added to the right of the User Toolbar 
which opens the "Launch Project Page To eZ" menu for the current 
project. A right click on this button immediately launches the 
currently loaded drawing/sheet to eZ (2D .hpg). 
 
The XY Forcing is no longer cleared for RI single placement. The 
current user XY Forcing setting is used. 
 
Fixed a problem with the placement of Viewports. 

 
 
 
105  11-08-2007 Internal testing. 
 
 
104  11-01-2007 Internal testing. 
 
 
103*  09-27-2007 Fixed a bug where the "Orient View" on the VIEW menu could not 
    be changed. 
 

Fixed the default right-click on the Save button on the DESKTOP 
menu to be ":save;='y'" 
 
Fixed a bug in the ARRIS++ RI select menu where the RI is not 
properly set when selected. 
 
Fixed a bug where the Copy Database was being improperly 
displayed in the "Scale" box of the COPY menu. 
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Fixed a bug in the ARRIS++  Repeated Item STATUS menu where 
the RI Offsets were not displaying properly. 
 
Viewport Borders now display properly in ARRIS++ when the Scroll 
Bars are used. 
 
The Ambient Light button has been added to the LIGHTS 
application sub-menu in ARRIS++ 
 
Fixed a bug where the Cursor Rotation setting does not update 
properly in the TEXT Status menu. 
 
Fixed a bug where the Edit Rotation setting does not properly 
display choices when selected. 
 
Fixed a bug in the Offset Lines / Curves Chase function where an 
extra line segment was being added to the end of a Chase of lines. 
 
Fixed a bug in the Chamfer command where the 2nd chamfer value 
was not being set properly. 
 
Fixed a bug in the Door/Window Match Parameters where the door 
or window type was not being set properly. 
 
Fixed a bug in Winports where the display shifted in multiple screen 
windows. 
 
Fixed a bug in ARRIS Developer where errors were not being 
reported properly to the menu in the Sigmac Compile function. 
 
ARRIS Plotting has been enhanced to allow pens that are not 
mapped to solid black (0,0,0) to plot over other entities including 
solid fill hatch, pen 0 masks, and entities in pens mapped to black. 
ARRIS plotting now strictly follows the ARRIS layer order 
regardless of pen mapping.  
 
A new Query Perimeter menu has been added which is very similar 
to the Query Area function. This allows you to query boundary 
perimeters using point, rectangle, zone, or chase input. It also 
allows the output to be expressed in any one of several output units 
regardless of database unit setting. 
 
Developer - The $hndlr utility has been enhanced to add new 
constants for returning to level 0 from level 1 or 2 (but not 3). This 
for user level error handlers. 
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Developer - On a test basis, support has been added for raster 
image use as menu icons. 
 
Developer - Added the #dbfuzzy flag for use in determining 
tolerances for equality. 
 
Developer - Added a new utiliy $fzeq(p1,p2,tolerance) for use in 
determinging point location equality. 
 
Developer - Added a new utility $is_widescreen for use in 
determining if a widescreen aspect ratio is being used. 
 
Continued menu updates for Menu Help and visual consistency. 

 
 
102  09-24-2007 Internal testing. 
 
 
101*  09-04-2007 ARRIS 9.2 Release 
 
 


